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QUESTION 1

A client\\'s site does not show the latest page content for some site visitors. The client has two data centers with each
configured with a Dispatcher connected to two Publish machines. The site load issue only occurs intermittently for
visitors from one of the data centers. 

Which step should the Architect take to resolve the issue? 

A. Review the log files on the Author instances to determine if there are any template errors 

B. Check the Publish instance(s) attached to the Dispatcher associated to the impacted data center 

C. Disable caching on all impacted data centers Dispatchers to force the Publish machines to serve the page content 

D. Check the SSL certificate on the impacted data center\\'s load balancer. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A company with various departments wants to use tagging to improve search capability. Each department is restricted
to use its own tags. How should an Architect organize the tags? 

A. Create a department sub-tag in each tag 

B. Use department ID as a prefix of each tag 

C. Create tags in "departmentName:tagName" format 

D. Create a namespace for each department 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An implementation needs to perform user-specific JCR read and write operations in a secured way. 

Which JCR session should be used? 

A. Resource Resolver 

B. Sling Request 

C. Administrative Login 

D. Workspace Manager 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A node in the JCR has no dedicated access control list. How should permissions be determined for this node? 

A. CRX applies default user/group permissions to the node 

B. CRX ascends the tree until a node with ACLs is found and applies user/group permissions 

C. CRX ascends the tree and aggregates all permissions to a node 

D. CRX descends the tree until a node with permissions is found and applies user/group permissions 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer wants to re-use the same content across multiple pages and channels but with variations in the layout. 

Which capability should the Architect recommend? 

A. Content Fragments 

B. Content Services 

C. Experience Fragments 

D. Static Templates 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer wants an image to be automatically tagged every time an image is uploaded to the DAM. What should an
Architect recommend? 

A. Configure enhanced Smart Tagging 

B. Run the DAM Smart Tag workflow 

C. Enable smart tagging in the DAM Upload Asset offloading workflow 

D. Configure smart tagging in the DAM Update Asset workflow 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/6-3/assets/using/touch-ui-smart-tags.html 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer has over 10 different JS and CSS files on AEM that give layout and styling to the website. What should the
architect recommend to reduce the overall number of HTTP calls in the browser? 
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A. Compress client libraries 

B. MD5 hash client libraries 

C. Use client libraries 

D. Minify each client library 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/kb/optimize-aem-site-performance.html 

 

QUESTION 8

Which use case should be used for experience fragments? 

A. Creating collections of fragments 

B. Exporting a banner to Adobe Target 

C. Defining a content model 

D. Exporting a list of images to dynamic media 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/authoring/authoring/ experience-
fragments.html 

 

QUESTION 9

The home page of an ecommerce site displays properly on the Author instance. The same page on the Publish instance
is rendered with missing styles and fonts. It is confirmed that all necessary components, 

templates, client libraries, and user permissions have been replicated. What should the Architect do to resolve the
issue? 

A. Use dependencies property 

B. Use categories property 

C. Use allowProxy property 

D. Use embed property 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A client is in the discovery process for building a React native app, which is a single codebase that runs natively on iOS
and Android. The goal is to reduce development costs. The client wants to reduce content creation costs in the new
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react Native app by reusing as much of the marketing content already published in their AEM instance. 

What should the Architect recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Content Fragments 

B. Sling Resource Resolution 

C. Experience Fragments 

D. OSGi Bundles 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer is reporting spikes in traffic to the dispatcher and is concerned about Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. Which
two actions should the Architect take to prevent this from happening? (Choose two.) 

Restrict the clients that can invalidate the cache 

A. Only allow access and caching of expected mime types 

B. Use mod_rewrite module to perform URL validations 

C. Prevent clickjacking by specifying the X-FRAME-OPTIONS header 

D. Disallow access to any administrative URL 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

What has the highest precedence for evaluation of the access control list? 

A. User principals 

B. Last in multi-group permission 

C. Group principals 

D. First in multi-group permission 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

You have created a solution architecture for a financial services company. After the design is completed, but before
implementation starts, the company decides that rather than authenticating users against their internal LDAP server,
they will authenticate using an externallyhosted SAML Identity Provider. 
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Which two architectural diagrams need to be revised to meet this change? (Choose two.) 

A. Physical. 

B. Conceptual. 

C. Data Flow. 

D. Logical. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 14

A customer wants to use translations, however certain content on pages must not be translated. What should the
Architect recommend to meet the requirement? 

A. Add a translate property to the content component on the page and set it to false 

B. Add the page path and properties, uncheck Translate box in Translation Configurations 

C. Add the page path and node type, uncheck Translate box in Translation Configurations 

D. Add a resource Type reference in Translation Configurations 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A customer needs to update metadata for thousands of assets in AEM. Which capability should be used? 

A. Sling JCR APIs 

B. Update Asset workflow 

C. Import a CSV file 

D. WebDav 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.adobe.com/content/dam/www/us/en/marketing/experience-manager-sites/pdfs/ aem-assets-tips-
tricks-sheet.pdf 
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